Spray Specifications D-99
DRYLOK® Floor & Wall Masonry Waterproofer

For best results DRYLOK® Floor & Wall Masonry Waterproofer should be well stirred and sprayed at room temperature (70°F and 60% relative humidity). Conditions of high humidity and/or low temperature can cause poor results. It is recommended that a small test area be done before beginning the project.

Spray Recommendation:

Gas Powered Option: GMAX II 5900 or Larger
• Standard (Hi-Boy – P/N 248688/ Lo-Boy P/N 248687)
• Premium (Hi-Boy – P/N 258732/ Lo-Boy P/N 258737)

Electric Powered Option: Ultra Max II 1596 or larger

• Standard Hi-Boy P/N 258764
• Premium Hi-Boy P/N 2578763

Spray this material with a tip size of .031-.035 tip.

Spray cross hatching patterns with two coats building to a 14 to 16 wet mil thickness.